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Lord? Perhaps I can request it on your behalf instead,” Yuven asked. 

“Given what you’ve said about King Lucian, I doubt he’d be willing to return it. 
You see, it was my Divine Bow that he stole,” Kai replied coldly. 

Yuven gasped in shock the moment he heard that. “Divine Bow?” 

Divine Bow is an ancient divine weapon that many can only dream of 
obtaining! I can’t believe Kai owns it! 

“So, do you think King Lucian will return my Divine Bow if you request for it?” 
Kai asked. 

Yuven shook his head in response. “I doubt King Lucian would return any 
divine weapon he got his hands on, let alone Divine Bow. I am curious, 
though. How did you know that it was King Lucian who stole your Divine Bow, 
My Lord?” 

Kai let out a chuckle. “My Divine Bow was stolen by Mole Monsters, and 
Imperial Beast City and Norwal City are the only places where one would find 
Mole Monsters. I asked Ivasha about this. She told me that the ones in 
Imperial Beast City would never steal, so I am certain that the Mole Monsters 
who stole my Divine Bow were from Norwal City. 

“That is correct. I have ordered the Mole Monsters here not to steal anything, 
so it is highly likely that your Divine Bow is with King Lucian. I have brought 
his son, Xandros, over to Imperial Beast City, though. He even brought tons of 
gifts for the marriage proposal. How should I cancel the arranged marriage? 
King Lucian will surely be unhappy if I just send his son back.” 

Their conversation was interrupted when Ivasha barged in and said with a 
displeased look on her face, “I will talk to Xandros about this myself, Father. I 
never liked him, to begin with, but you insisted on having me marry him 
anyway.” 

“Ivasha, I… I was only doing it for Imperial Beast City’s sake!” Yuven replied 
with a sigh. 



I know that Prince Xandros is just as cruel as King Lucian, but I have to 
sacrifice my daughter for the sake of Imperial Beast City! 

“Hmph! You’re always worrying about Imperial Beast City. When have you 
ever worried about me instead?” Ivasha protested angrily. 

“You’re a demon beast, Ivasha. You cannot be with a human. You need to be 
a little more realistic.” 

Yuven knew that Ivasha only liked humans, but he believed it was not feasible 
in the slightest. 

“So what if I like humans? What’s unrealistic about that? I like Kai, and he’s 
human too! Nothing will go wrong if we date each other!” Ivasha said while 
stepping forward and wrapping her arms around Kai’s. 

Kai tensed up and felt a little awkward when she did that. 

Yuven, however, broke into a smile as he knew who Kai truly was. There 
would certainly be no issues if Ivasha dated Kai. 

“Fathers have no say over their daughters once they grow up. You can go 
ahead and do as you wish. I won’t interfere anymore,” Yuven said and walked 
off to give the two some privacy. 

Kai felt a little helpless when he saw Yuven leave. He knew exactly what 
Yuven had in mind. 

“It is hardly appropriate for you to be doing this, Princess Ivasha. Besides, 
your fiancé is here as well. Wouldn’t want him to see us like this now, would 
we?” Kai said while trying to pull his arm free, but Ivasha refused to let go. 

“Don’t say that! I have no fiancé! I like you, and I don’t care if you agree to it or 
not! If you don’t accept me, then I have no choice but to kill myself! I am not 
marrying Xandros, no matter what!” Ivasha protested. 

Kai knew full well that Ivasha would actually follow through on her threats. 

“Who is this guy, Ivasha?” Xandros asked coldly from behind. 

The look on his face was extremely gloomy, and his body exuded a 
murderous intent so strong that it fil 
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should hurry up and head back. I already have someone I like. This man right 
here is my boyfriend, Kai. We started dating a long time ago, and I am 
pregnant with his child!” Ivasha said with a sweet smile on her face while 
leaning against Kai’s chest. 

Kai stared at her with shock and disbelief written all over his face. 

What? Since when did she get pregnant with my child? I know she’s only 
saying all this to spite Xandros, but it’s totally inappropriate for her to joke 
about such things! 

Xandros exploded with anger after a brief pause, but he was quick to regain 
his cool and broke into a sneer. 

“Ivasha, are you saying that just to make me give up on you? I know you’re 
not pregnant! In fact, you haven’t even lost your virginity! Have you forgotten 
that the beast race is unable to copulate with humans? There’s no way you 
could be pregnant with a human’s child! I can’t believe I almost fell for it!” 

Xandros then shifted his gaze toward Kai as he continued, “I don’t care where 
Ivasha found you from, punk, but you had better get lost right now! Otherwise, 
I will eat you alive and have you reduced to a pile of bones!” 

The next thing they knew, Xandros’ face distorted and transformed into that of 
a tiger’s. He then roared at Kai twice before shifting back into human form and 
glaring coldly at Kai. 

“Oh, so you’re the kind that turns into a tiger. Unfortunately, Ivasha and I are 
in love with each other, so I will not leave her. Besides, my ancestors 
specialized in hunting tigers!” Kai replied calmly with a smile. 

Ivasha’s smile widened when she heard that, and she clung to Kai even more 
tightly than before. 

Xandros became so angry that he gritted his teeth loudly in response, his 
body trembling. A terrifying aura filled the room once again as he shouted, 
“How dare you talk to me like that? You’re just a cultivator at beginner-phase 
Body Fusion Realm!” 



Xandros was about to lunge at Kai when Ivasha shouted, “Xandros! How dare 
you start a fight here in Imperial Beast City?” 

Realizing that Xandros was actually going to attack Kai, Ivasha quickly 
stepped in front of him. 

Xandros is a Level Five Body Fusion Realm cultivator, whereas Kai has only 
just achieved the Body Fusion Realm. He’s no match for Xandros at all! 

“Step aside, Ivasha! I’m going to kill this insolent b*stard! You’ll stop loving 
him once he’s dead!” Xandros shouted. 

“Not a chance! You’ll have to attack me to get to Kai!” Ivasha retorted with a 
determined look on her face. 

“All right; don’t blame me for what I’m about to do, then! I’ll restrain you, and 
then I’ll kill this b*stard!” 

Xandros was about to attack Ivasha when another terrifying aura surged 
through the area, instantly replacing that of Xandros’. 

“Why are you so angry that you would attack someone here in Imperial Beast 
City, Prince Xandros? Aren’t you being a little too disrespectful toward us?” 
Julius asked as he came over. 

He had a smile on his face, but his tone was as cold as ice. 

“Mr. Poulsen, Ivasha is—” 

Julius cut him off, “As I said, Prince Xandros, Imperial Beast City’s rules forbid 
anyone from fighting inside the city regardless of the reason, so I do not want 
to hear your explanation.” 

Xandros had no choice but to stop his attack. Glaring viciously at Kai, he 
growled, “Just you wait, you b*stard. I’ll be sure to show you what I’m capable 
of! Let’s see if you can hide within Imperial Beast City forever!” 
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carry on,” said Julius with a small smile before spinning on his heel and 
leaving. 



“Mr. Poulsen, wait!” 
Kai wanted to ask Julius to wait and take the chance to escape from 
Ivasha. 
Ivasha, however, had a death grip on Kai. Julius acted as if he did not 
hear Kai’s cry for help and left without turning back. 
“Am I not pretty, Kai? Don’t I have a nice figure? Or do I not have a 
status worthy enough to be with you?” Ivasha asked as she stared at 
Kai. 
“No! You’re a catch and also very pretty,” Kai said hurriedly. 
“Then why are you avoiding me? Are you disgusted that I’m a beast 
cultivator? Well, let me tell you that I’m not much different than the 
women of your kind. Whatever they can give you, I can give you just as 
well! I can even serve you better than they can. Why not we try it out in 
the room?” 
With that, Ivasha started pulling Kai into her room. 

Kai was startled. He did not expect Ivasha to be as bold. Both of them 
did not even know each other well, and yet she was about to pull him 
into her room to carry out intimate activities. 
“Let’s not go that far. I think it’s better if we get to know each other. 
Maybe you’ll start to realize that I’m not your type,” Kai said as he 
struggled to get free. 
“Are you dumb? How could you say no to a woman who offered herself 
to you? Are you really a man?” Ivasha stared at Kai incredulously. 
In her opinion, men are usually unable to turn down a woman who offers 
themselves. 
On top of that, her physique, looks, and even identity were one in a 
million. Many men had fallen for her, yet despite her proactiveness, Kai 
had still turned her down. 
“I still think that it’s better not to force it. We should get to know each 
other first.” 
With that, Kai left in a flash. 
Ivasha stared at Kai’s retreating back. She could feel her feelings for him 
growing with each passing second. 
“I will never let you escape from me, Kai. I will become your woman one 
day,” Ivasha declared with a smile. 
Meanwhile, Yuven was happily drinking his coffee at the palace in 
Imperial Beast City. 
He would give his full support if Kai and Ivasha could get together. 
Kai was the overlord of Dragon Sect. His status and position were much 
higher than Xandros’. 



However, Yuven had never dared to think of pairing Ivasha with Kai. That 
was why he had proposed to marry Ivasha to Xandros instead. 
If he had known, he would have never let Ivasha get married to someone 
from Norwal City. 

“Father…” 
At that moment, Xandros stormed into the room. 
The joy on Yuven’s face was replaced by a calm look when he saw 
Xandros. “What is it?” 
“Do you know that Ivasha is with a human man, Father?” Xandros 
asked. 
“Yes, I do,” Yuven replied with a nod of his head. 
He knew that the man Xandros was referring to was Kai. 
“What is the identity of that human man, Father? Why is he in Imperial 
Beast City?” Xandros asked in an unpleasant tone. 
“Are you questioning me?” Yuven narrowed his eyes, his expression 
icy. “This is my city. Am I supposed to report to you about everything?” 
Xandros felt the sudden change in Yuven’s aura and immediately 
apologized, “I didn’t mean anything, Father. I was just curious…” 
“All right, that’s enough. You should stop calling me Father. You and 
Ivasha haven’t gotten married yet. Calling me that would only make us 
the laughing stocks of others. Didn’t you say you’d make Ivasha fall for 
you? It’s up to you now to get Ivasha to marry you. I’ve done what I had 
to do,” said Yuven coldly. 
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prove to Ivasha that I’m the man she should fall for,” Xandros said, his 
expression contorted when he felt the change in Yuven’s attitude. 

“But I have to remind you that fighting is prohibited in Imperial Beast City. This 
is my rule, and no one is allowed to go against it,” Yuven warned. 

“I understand.” Xandros nodded before turning to leave. 

Xandros’ expression was icy when he left Yuven’s palace. “How dare Yuven 
treat me like a fool. Does he really think I’m easy to deal with?” he said 
through gritted teeth. 

He picked up a communication device and called Lucian. 



“How did it go, Xandros? When are you coming back?” Lucian asked. 

“I don’t think I’ll be able to go back any time soon, Dad.” 

Xandros gave Lucian a brief account of what had happened earlier. 

Lucian, too, was infuriated after listening to Xandros’ words. 

“Yuven, that old man! How dare he take Norwal City lightly. You should just 
come back if things are not going well, Xandros. At most, just give up on 
marrying Ivasha. You don’t have to worry about getting a wife with your 
identity as the prince of Norwal City. I’ll find some time to destroy Imperial 
Beast City. We’ll see if Yuven still dares to fool me!” Lucian fumed. 

“I must get Ivasha before I go back, Dad. I can also take this opportunity to 
test the power of Imperial Beast City,” Xandros replied. 

“You have to be more careful there. Never act recklessly,” Lucian reminded. 

“Don’t worry. Even if I do anything out of the line, Yuven won’t dare to do 
anything to me unless he wants to be removed from the beast race,” Xandros 
said confidently. 

After hanging up, Xandros went straight to his residence. 

Just as he stepped out of the palace, he saw many people on the streets. Out 
of curiosity, Xandros, too, joined the crowd. 

As he got closer, he saw Tigerus and Kai confronting one another. 

“I advise you to stay away from Princess Ivasha, kid. You better get the hell 
out of Imperial Beast City, or I’ll show you no mercy,” Tigerus declared as he 
glared at Kai. 

Kai looked at Tigerus and merely flashed a faint smile. “How are you going to 
show me no mercy?” 

Having already broken through Body Fusion Realm, Kai was no longer afraid 
of Tigerus. 

Moreover, fights were not allowed in Imperial Beast City. Tigerus, the general 
of the royal guards, knew it better than anyone else. 



“If you don’t leave, I’ll make sure you die here. Don’t ever think of leaving 
then!” 

With that, Tigerus’ hands turned into two enormous bear paws. 

Kai burst out laughing upon seeing Tigerus’ bear paws. 

He had always thought that Tigerus was a tiger demon, as the name Tigerus 
suggested as much. 

Little did he expect Tigerus to be a bear. 

“And here I thought you were a fierce tiger. Who knew you were a bear? Such 
a waste of a great name,” Kai mocked. 

“You’re digging your own grave!” 

Tigerus was seething. He aimed his enormous bear paws in Kai’s direction. 

Xandros couldn’t be happier when he saw that. He never knew that Tigerus 
had a grudge against Kai. And much to Xandros’ delight, Tigerus’ grudge 
could potentially help him get rid of Kai. 

Kill him. Kill him! 

“Don’t forget that fighting is prohibited in Imperial Beast City, Tigerus. Dare 
you go against King Yuven’s rules?” Kai asked Tigerus. 

Tigerus’ paws stopped in midair when he heard that. 

As the general of the royal guards, he was well aware of the rule. However, he 
was just so angry that he 
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was disappointed to see Tigerus stop. 

“General Tigerus, as the general of the royal guards of Imperial Beast City, 
you’re fully in charge of the city’s security, so what’s holding you back from 
hitting him?” 



Xandros walked out at that moment, hoping to goad Tigerus into beating Kai. 

Tigerus looked in Xandros’ direction. He had never liked him, for he was also 
competing with him for Ivasha’s hand. 

However, the fact that Xandros, a prince of Norwal City, had greeted him with 
respect stopped him from responding rudely. 

“Prince Xandros,” Tigerus greeted in return. 

“General Tigerus, the only reason this man dared to stay in Imperial Beast 
City and make a fool of you is entirely because of Princess Ivasha’s fondness 
for humans. That’s why someone like him dares to behave however he 
pleases here. But as the general of the royal guards, you can easily find an 
excuse to kick him out or even kill him. All you need to do is claim that he’s a 
threat to the city and has harmed its citizens. Both reasons give you cause to 
beat him up,” Xandros proposed to Tigerus. 

Tigerus’ eyes lit up at the suggestion. “That’s right. Why didn’t I think of that?” 

Kai looked at Xandros, well aware that he was trying to incite Tigerus into 
attacking him. 

“You can’t think of any good ideas because you’re a bear!” Kai mocked, 
unafraid of Tigerus. 

His words immediately caused the crowd to roar with laughter. 

Tigerus was infuriated. His face was filled with murderous intent. “Kid, you’re 
just a lowly human, yet you dare behave brazenly in Imperial Beast City. As 
the general of the royal guards, I will mete out justice to you!” 

“Whatever. Just come at me. There’s no need to cook up a lame excuse.” Kai 
beckoned to Tigerus. 

Tigerus let out a roar and launched a palm strike at Kai. 

However, the attack elicited a smirk from Kai who stepped forward and 
grabbed Tigerus’ arm. 

Tigerus froze, then yelled, “Let go of me!” 



Tigerus could feel that Kai’s grip on his wrist was so strong that he couldn’t 
move at all. 

It caused the aura in his body to swell. 

Just as Tigerus was struggling, Kai released his grip. 

Tigerus staggered backward, caught by surprise, and crashed onto the 
ground bottom first. 

His clumsy actions caused the crowd to burst into another round of laughter. 

Tigerus’ face was red with embarrassment. He glared at Kai, his eyes burning 
with murderous intent. 

The scene that unfolded brought a frown to Xandros’ face. He did not expect 
the great general of Imperial Beast City to be that stupid. 

Upon getting back on his feet, Tigerus roared, “Kid, I’m going to tear you apart 
today!” 

No sooner had he spoken than he lunged forward and swiped his massive 
bear paw at Kai’s neck. 

He was clearly intending to take Kai’s life with a single strike. 

Looking at Tigerus’ paw, Kai furrowed his brows, and an icy glint flashed 
across his eyes. 

He didn’t expect Tigerus to actually be serious about killing him. 

Kai cast the mood for jokes aside. Massive amounts of spiritual energy 
erupted within him and quickly filled his body. 

The very next second, a spiritual energy shield materialized around him. 

When Tigerus’ paw struck the spiritual energy shield, the resulting shock sent 
him flying backward. 

The unexpected turn of events shocked the crowd, for no one had expected 
Kai to be so strong. 

Even Xandros wrinkled his brows and reexamined what he knew about Kai. 
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As if he had gone berserk, Tigerus let out a thunderous roar and charged at 
Kai again. 

Kai drew his Dragonslayer Sword and instantaneously pressed it against 
Tigerus’ neck. 

The icy aura that it released jolted Tigerus back to his senses. 

Panic set into his eyes as he stared at the sword Kai was holding. 

“A-Are you trying to kill me? Let me warn you. I’m the general of the royal 
guards. If you kill me, there’s no way you’re going to walk out of here alive,” 
Tigerus threatened. 

“If you weren’t the general of Imperial Beast City, your head would already be 
rolling on the ground. Now, get out of my sight,” Kai snapped. 

Tigerus gave Kai a look. Upon sensing his murderous intent, he gritted his 
teeth and turned around to leave. 

After walking for some distance, he turned around again and declared 
ferociously, “Just you wait. This isn’t over!” 

Kai paid him no heed. Upon sheathing his Dragonslayer Sword, he shifted his 
attention to Xandros who left without saying a word. 

Instead of returning to his accommodation, Xandros headed to Tigerus’ 
residence. 

He knew that Tigerus, as the general of the city’s royal guard, was outraged at 
being humiliated by Kai. 



On top of that, Tigerus also had his eye on Ivasha. 

“Damn it! How dare a puny human humiliate me like that? I’ll definitely kill 
him…” 

Tigerus began smashing things to vent his frustration upon his return. 

All his servants could do was tremble in fear as they watched. 

Right then, Xandros strode in with a slight smile. Tigerus was naturally 
stunned by the sight of the unexpected guest. 

Consumed by rage still, Tigerus asked Xandros in a frosty tone, “What are 
you doing here? Have you come to mock me?” 

Tigerus’ tone was snarky, for Xandros had come to marry Ivasha. Anyone 
who competed with him for the princess was naturally his enemy. 

Xandros was no exception in this case. 

“General Tigerus, why would I do that? In fact, I should be addressing you as 
Mighty Tigerus since you’re older than me,” Xandros replied with a grin. 

As the prince of Norwal City, there was no real need for him to show such 
humility. 

He was only doing so to gain a better understanding of Imperial Beast City’s 
strength to facilitate his subjugation of the city. 

Given that Tigerus was the general of the royal guards and the whole city was 
under his command, Xandros knew that getting Tigerus to join him would 
make taking over the city much easier. 

The raging Tigerus was suddenly thrown off guard by Xandros’ respectful 
greeting. 

Xander was a prince after all, and Tigerus was naturally flattered by the 
respect accorded. 

“Prince Xandros, you’re a distinguished prince, while I, despite being a 
general, am just a subordinate, so please don’t call me that,” Tigerus 
responded with a change of attitude. 



“Mighty Tigerus, my position as prince doesn’t matter when it comes to 
admiring someone like you. If you don’t mind, I hope that you’ll accept me as 
your sworn brother. I can then officially address you that way!” Xandros 
proposed with a serious expression. 

Tigerus was filled with astonishment. Never in his wildest imagination did he 
expect a prince like Xandros to want to become sworn brothers with him. 

He quickly shook his head. “Prince Xandros, you can’t do that. You’re 
Princess Ivasha’s husband and the son-in-law of our king. It would be 
inappropriate for both of us to become sworn brothers.” 
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with disappointment due to his feelings for Ivasha. He couldn’t marry her 
because his status was lower than Xandros and Yuven would never let his 
daughter marry a subordinate. 

The look on Tigerus’ face elicited a devious smile from Xandros as he 
grumbled, “Mighty Tigerus, I’m sure you haven’t realized that I’ll never be 
together with Ivasha. She doesn’t like me, as she has been seduced by that 
human, Kai. I’ll be honest with you. I saw them hugging each other and being 
intimate today. I wanted to kill him but didn’t do so out of respect for the laws 
of the city. I know Ivasha has no feelings for me, and I have no intention of 
marrying a woman who doesn’t like me. Even then, how can she fall for a 
human? Kai isn’t particularly powerful, so what’s the big deal about him? I’m 
also well aware of your interest in Ivasha. Logically speaking, you should be 
together with her after all the sacrifices you have made for the city. But you 
might just be nothing more than a mere servant in King Yuven’s eyes.” 

Xandros let out a sigh as if to express his indignance on Tigerus’ behalf. 

Tigerus fell silent upon listening to Xandros’ words, but Xandros could tell 
from the look on Tigerus’ face that his stance was wavering. 

Seizing upon the opportunity, Xandros continued, “Mighty Tigerus, once 
Princess Ivasha learns of your earlier scuffle with Kai, she might even 
reprimand you for it. By then, King Yuven might not decide to stand up for you 
but end up punishing you instead.” 



No sooner had Xandros finished than a feminine voice could be heard 
screaming from outside. 

“Tigerus, get your sorry ass out here at once!” 

Tigerus’ brows furrowed in response, for he could recognize the voice as 
Princess Ivasha’s. 

Left without a choice, Tigerus walked out with a frown. 

The moment she saw Tigerus, Ivasha gave him a tongue lashing. 

“Tigerus, how dare you lay a finger on Kai? Don’t you know that he’s a guest 
of Imperial Beast City? Moreover, fighting isn’t allowed within the city’s 
compound. As the general of the royal guards, how could you openly break 
the law? Let me warn you. I’m not going to forgive you the next time you harm 
Kai. I’ll definitely get my father to punish you accordingly!” 

With that, Ivasha stormed off without even giving Tigerus the chance to 
explain. 

Watching how Ivasha had come to Kai’s defense intensified Tigerus’ rage and 
hatred toward Kai. 

He gritted his teeth and balled his hands into fists. “Kai, I’m going to tear you 
to shreds if that’s the last thing I do!” 

“Mighty Tigerus, I was right, wasn’t I? Our real enemy now is Kai. Only with 
him gone would Ivasha change her mind. By then, I’ll definitely leave Imperial 
Beast City and won’t compete with you for her hand,” Xandros said. 

“Prince Xandros, thank you for thinking highly of me. I’m really sorry that I 
can’t become a sworn brother of yours. As a general of the royal guards of 
Imperial Beast City, doing so will definitely earn me the wrath of King Yuven.” 

Tigerus didn’t allow his anger to cloud his judgment. 

He did see Kai as his love rival and wanted to kill him, but he had no desire to 
betray Yuven at all. 

“It was just a casual comment, Mighty Tigerus. You can forget what I said if 
you disagree. However, my door is always open anytime you change your 
mind. I’ll be staying in the city for a while still.” 



After he finished, Xandros took his leave. 

A short while after his departure, a city guard hurriedly arrived. 
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guard said. 

Tigerus was visibly unsettled by the news, for he knew why Yuven had 
summoned him. 

Before Ivasha left, she had mentioned that she would report the matter to her 
father. 

Tigerus followed the guard to the palace. 

Upon his arrival, he was greeted by the sight of a scowling Yuven and Ivasha 
standing by his side. 

“Your Majesty, did you ask for me?” Tigerus asked softly with his head hung 
low. 

“Tigerus, tell me, did you just hit Mr. Chance?” Yuven questioned. 

“Yes!” Tigerus didn’t dare lie, for it was impossible to do so with so many 
witnesses watching back then. 

That was the same reason why Ivasha had learned of the incident in such a 
short time. 

“How dare you! Don’t you know the law of Imperial Beast City? How could you 
break it when you’re the general of the royal guards?” Yuven roared as he 
banged the table with his hand. 

Tigerus dropped to his knees at once, trembling in fear. 

“Your Majesty, Kai was bullying the citizens of our city. It’s my duty as general 
of the royal guards to stop him,” Tigerus lied to Yuven by using the excuse 
Xandros had taught him. 

Yuven was furious upon listening to Tigerus’ explanation. 



As the overlord of Dragon Sect, Kai reigned over Imperial Beast City. It didn’t 
make sense for him to bully his own subjects. 

“Tigerus, how dare you lie to me? Listen, you must obey Mr. Chance from 
now on. Make sure you follow whatever he says! As this is your first mistake, 
I’ll let you off lightly. Your punishment will be to keep watch at the city gates 
for ten days. If you dare disrespect Mr. Chance again, I’ll kill you!” Yuven 
thundered. 

Even I, the king, have to obey Kai. Is Tigerus, who’s only the general of the 
royal guard, trying to get himself killed by attacking Kai? 

Despite the indignance he felt, Tigerus didn’t dare show it in front of Yuven. All 
he could do was nod and reply, “Understood.” 

“All right, then. You’re dismissed.” 

Yuven subsequently waved him off. 

Upon emerging from the palace, Tigerus raised his head, his eyes glistening 
ferociously. 

He continued walking with a scowl on his face and his heart raging in anger. 

He failed to understand why Yuven respected a mediocre human such as Kai 
to that extent. 

I am the general of Imperial Beast City’s royal guard. If not for me, the city 
would have been attacked countless times, yet I’m still nothing compared to a 
lowly human. 

The more Tigerus thought about it, the angrier he became. In the end, he 
decided to head to Xandros’ accommodation. 

Xandros, who was drinking coffee when Tigerus arrived, scrambled to his feet 
to welcome his guest. 

“Mighty Tigerus, please come in. I’ve made some coffee. Why don’t you try 
some?” 

Xandros served Tigerus a cup of coffee respectfully. 



After downing it in one gulp, Tigerus asked, “Prince Xandros, were you 
serious when you suggested for us to become sworn brothers?” 

“Of course, Mighty Tigerus. Do you not trust me?” Xandros threw the question 
back at him. 

“I do. Since you value me so much, I agree to become your sworn brother. I’m 
willing to obey you going forward.” 

Tigerus steeled himself and made up his mind. 

“That’s wonderful, Mighty Tigerus. I’ll make the arrangements at once.” 

Xandros immediately ordered his men to prepare a quick ceremony where 
both men swore loyalty toward each other. 

Once the ceremony was over, Tigerus looked at Xandros and said, “Prince 
Xandros—” 

“Mighty Tigerus, now that we’re sworn brothers, there’s no need to be so 
formal. You can just call me Xandros,” Xandros interrupted Tigerus. 

“Xandros, now that we’re sworn brothers, feel free to approach me if there’s 
anything you need in Imperial Beast City,” Tigerus offered in a grateful tone. 

“Mighty Tigerus, our priority now is to dispose of Kai. Since we can’t do it in 
the city, we’ll have to lure him out.” 

With glistening eyes, Xandros began plotting with Tigerus. 
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The Mans Decree Chapter 2719-At that moment, Kai was in Imperial Beast 
City’s imperial library, where selected prodigies selected by Yuven were 
studying alchemy. 

Since Kai had used the ancient texts of the beast race to develop an alchemy 
technique that the beast race could learn, Yuven had immediately arranged 
for his subordinates to master the skill. 

If Imperial Beast City had its own alchemists, their strength would undoubtedly 
increase significantly, and they would no longer be at the mercy of others. 



At the sight of Kai’s arrival, Julius hurriedly stepped forward and greeted him, 
“Mr. Chance.” 

Those students were now under Julius’ supervision. He urged them to study 
every day. 

“Although alchemy seems incredibly simple compared to other techniques, it’s 
still necessary to progress step by step. This learning process cannot be 
rushed,” Kai said to Julius after glancing at the crowd who were studying. 

“You’re right, Mr. Chance. I’ll keep that in mind,” Julius responded humbly. 

“You can continue to guide them. I’ll go upstairs to take a look.” 

Previously, Kai had only briefly checked out the imperial library and hadn’t 
delved deeper. The imperial library had several levels. He wanted to explore 
the upper floors. 

“Mr. Chance, perhaps I should accompany you. King Yuven has placed a 
restriction upstairs,” Julius hastily said. 

“Restrictions? Are there important things up there?” Kai asked in bafflement. 

Julius nodded. He led Kai forward while replying, “There is indeed a very 
important ancient book stored upstairs. It’s said to be written by the oldest 
beast king of our demon beast race, and a palm technique called Thunder 
Palm is recorded in the book. I heard that mastering that technique will allow 
one to commune with heaven and earth to call forth heavenly thunder, which 
carries immense destructive power! However, this ancient book is sealed, and 
no one has been able to unlock it so far. Generations of kings have tried, but 
they failed to open it. The book has been stored at the top of this imperial 
library to this day.” 

Knowing Kai’s status in Imperial Beast City, Julius didn’t hold back any 
information from him and spoke truthfully. 

Kai’s eyes lit up after he listened to that. “Thunder Palm? Sounds amazing. 
Take me there right away.” 

Julius nodded and led Kai straight to the top floor. Then, they came to a halt in 
front of a thick ancient book. 



The ancient book was covered in dust, seemingly untouched for a long time. 

“Mr. Chance, the seal on this book is very aggressive. Not to mention picking 
it up, even if someone tries to approach it, they will get wounded by the seal’s 
power. That’s why this place hasn’t been cleaned. If you wish to look at it, I 
suggest you stand further away and not get too close,” Julius said to Kai. 

“Thanks for the warning, but I think it’s better for me to take a closer look.” 

Kai walked toward the ancient book, and as soon as he neared the book, he 
felt an overwhelming force emanating from it. His body started to make 
crackling sounds as if being subjected to great pressure. 

Sensing that force, Kai felt his internal organs churned, and his body began to 
shake involuntarily. 

“It’s true.” Kai gritted his teeth and unleashed his Power of Dragons to resist 
that massive pressure. 

The moment the Power of Dragons burst forth from within Kai, the force 
seemed to have detected something and instantly subsided, disappearing 
without a trace. 

Kai was momentarily stunned. He reached out to grab that ancient book. 

His hands shone with golden light as they were enveloped in the Power of 
Dragons. 

The Power of Dragons penetrated the ancient book, and under the impact, the 
seals on the book shattered and vanished at once. 

Kai grasped the ancient book and began to read it. 

Taking in that scene, Julius widened his eyes at Kai in utter disbelief. 

Yuven had attempted many times but had never been able to touch the book, 
let alone browse the pages. 
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The Mans Decree Chapter 2720-The obscure and difficult-to-understand 
beast race language became easily decipherable to Kai. 



As he delved deeper into the texts, his astonishment intensified. 

Without realizing it, Kai began to practice the technique with one hand while 
holding the ancient book with the other. 

He waved his palm gently, and afterimages appeared instantaneously. 
Immediately afterward, streaks of light began to flicker on the ancient book 
and flowed into Kai’s mind. Those streaks of light morphed into a human 
figure cultivating various palm techniques. 

At that sight, Kai began to flip through the pages more rapidly. As he did so, 
the figure in his mind moved faster and faster. 

In the end, Kai managed to use a very short period to finish reading the thick 
ancient book. 

Then, he replaced the book and slightly raised his palms, unleashing an aura 
that broke through the roof of the imperial library and disappeared into the sky 
in an instant. 

Rumble! 

A thunderous boom echoed, and a giant handprint materialized in midair. A 
brewing thunderstorm was clearly featured on the handprint. 

As the handprint descended, the wind howled, and gales erupted. A bolt of 
heavenly thunder abruptly struck down from the sky, hitting a hill and instantly 
smashing it to smithereens, turning the area into a flattened ground. 

A look of excitement filled Kai’s eyes. As the aura within him continued to 
surge, the image of the massive handprint grew sharper and clearer. 

“Mr. Chance!” Julius immediately shouted at Kai when he sensed that 
terrifying aura. 

Kai shuddered and swiftly returned to his senses. He quickly withdrew his 
aura, and that giant handprint soon vanished. 

“This Thunder Palm is incredible!” Kai couldn’t help but sigh while gazing at 
his hands. 



Julius stared at Kai in shock and incredulity. “Mr. Chance, not only did you 
break the seal, but you also learned Thunder Palm in such a short time. 
You’re truly a genius among geniuses!” 

“This Thunder Palm is ever-changing and unpredictable. Although there is 
only one move, it can be infinitely modified. Furthermore, what I’ve grasped is 
just the superficial part of it. I’m certain its power will be greater as I gain 
better mastery and understanding of it,” Kai said excitedly. 

Julius was astounded. The power unleashed by just the superficial 
understanding of this technique is already so remarkable! 

The disturbance just now had caught Yuven’s attention, prompting him to 
hurriedly lead a group of his subordinates to the imperial library. 

However, after being informed that the commotion was caused by Kai opening 
the ancient book and acquiring the Thunder Palm technique, rather than 
reprimanding Julius, Yuven was delighted. 

“You mastered Thunder Palm so effortlessly, Mr. Chance. It seems that this 
ancient book that has been stored here for so many years has been awaiting 
your arrival,” Yuven said in exhilaration. 

“What I’ve learned is only the basics. I need to cultivate further and gain a 
deeper insight into this technique. I shall not stay here any longer to entertain 
all of you.” With that, Kai hastened back to his residence. 

Sitting cross-legged with his eyes slightly closed, Kai immersed himself in 
mastering the techniques of Thunder Palm, taking his time to explore the skill. 

“If I combine the demonic fire within me with Thunder Palm, will it increase 
Thunder Palm’s potency?” 

All of a sudden, the idea popped into Kai’s mind, and he began to experiment. 

However, even after many attempts, he still failed to merge demonic fire and 
Thunder Palm. 

Perhaps my understanding of Thunder Palm isn’t sufficiently extensive. 
Maybe I can achieve the fusion only after I fully master Thunder Palm. By 
then, the fusion of Thunder Palm and demonic fire will result in a massive 
handprint that is engulfed in demonic fire appearing in the sky. The spectacle 



will be unimaginable. At that time, each strike of heavenly thunder will be 
laced with blazing flames, capable of reducing everything in its path into 
ashes! 

 


